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Bittersweet Desire

Bursting from a billowing dust cloud, the lorry has a battered, pugilistic
face. Its split windscreen forms a pair of dark, evil eyes; the white

painted grill wears a fixed sneer. Thundering by our taxi with inches to
spare, the horn screams, 'Get out of my way'. I slide along sweaty plastic to
the side farthest away from this menacing spirit of the road. The humidity
is stifling, the noise deafening ... cars, bumper-to-bumper, screaming horns,
revving engines, the jostle of so many people ... bumper-to-bumper.
Returning from the solitude of the mountains, an Indian interior is too
much. And my mind has not stopped questioning since we left base camp.

'We should have tried harder.'
We saw, we climbed; we turned and ran. I felt a fraud. The year 2006 had

brought new routes in Peru, the Himalaya and the Alps. I had tasted
brilliance, and now failure burnt like bile.

I remembered a line from a conversation at a party in the summer.
'In the mountains, if you successfully climb everything you attempt, the

lines are obviously too easy.' Well, returning to India for the third time had
brought failure for the third time and it hurt.

The plan to climb Kalanka had hardened over the winter as Kenton Cool,
Andy Houseman and I shared an apartment in Chamonix ...

'Get on with it.'

Crampon points scraped against a smooth wall. I leant back from the picks
of my axes twisted deep into a crack at the back of an overhanging corner.
Vain smashing for a placement above the lip of the corner had loosened
rocks. A chunk teetered and fell straight into my lap. It was as big as a
football. The wind screamed, lifting snow from the Vallee Blanche and
throwing it across the Tacul's east face, searing my face. Spindrift and dirt
mingled with sweat and fear. I looked at the rock, my feet, my future and
the last glow of the setting sun lighting the jagged crests of mountains.
Kenton belayed in the gully directly below.

'Watch out!'

Smeared feet skittered and sparked. The rock's weight was pulling. Gravity
was pulling. The dark and the wind hissed at me, 'So you think you're
good.'

I tilted my groin. The rock rolled ...
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10. Kenton Cool seconding the first pitch of Slave to the Rhythm, Mont Blanc du
Tacu!. (Nick Bullock)

11. Kenton Cool leading the second pitch of Slave to the Rhythm. (Nick Bullock)
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My eyes followed its bouncing course until it was lost to the dark.
Screaming, clinging, waiting ... waiting ... waiting for the tug of the rope as
Kenton was hit and fell. But it didn't come. My calves burnt, thighs shook.
I returned to smashing into the loose for something solid to pull up on.
Eventually hooking a rock that didn't move, I crawled over the lip to fmish
the climb - Slave to the Rhythm, one of four hard routes on the east face of
Mont Blanc du Tacul.

Stuck ropes, re-climbing, down-climbing, closed eyes and blinding snow
made the descent testing, but the crux of the day was still to come. Two
hours later we cowered beneath the Midi Arete, its crest weaving up to the
shaft of light from the teU~pherique tunnel high above. The wind was now a
gale. Kenton shouted in my ear as in the small circle of light from our head
torches we struggled to attach frozen rope to frozen bodies. Tied on, Kenton
crawled away into the dark-white-spindrift-cloud whipping over the crest.
Picks bit into snow compacted by a thousand skiers' feet. Lumps of ice
flew into the night. I began to crawl when the rope ran out. The rope, all 60
metres, billowed in an arc over the sheer north face of the Aiguille du Midi.
Chamonix street lights shimmered thousands of feet below. The rope pulled.
I crawled. Picks and knuckles smashed into hard ice ... crawling, my knees
grew sore. Eyes closed "... thunk ... eyes open ... thunk ... two more place
ments ... two feet crawled ... the rope pulled.

At lOpm we entered the glowing snow tunnel leading into the warm
womb peace of the telepherique station and collapsed. I constantly have to
remind myself that the experience is everything. Success is not always
reaching a summit.

'Set off in the night, climb through the next day and we'll be on the shoulder.
We'll have a big bivvi site, sun, warmth and recovery before climbing the pillar to
the summit. Three days up, two down... We'll take four days' food. '

Kenton and I stood beneath Kalanka's massive north face trying to decide
on tactics. Snow-shrouds swept down and across runnels carved by spindrift.
Two rock bands cut the face horizontally. Ice glistened. Nobody had
attempted the left side of the face. Hardly anyone had attempted the north
face at all. And nobody had walked to its foot with just two ropes and their
packed sacks and begun to climb ... until now.

Plugging through the night, nervous anticipation was left behind once
the bergschrund was crossed. This was my first big climb with Kenton and
his brooding beforehand had affected me. I now only climb with a group of
very experienced friends who are mainly mountain guides. I nearly always
bow to their training, but the climbing partners I most relate to are those
who realise I am not a client. Kenton falls into this category. Sometimes in
the mountains the only way is to forget the manuals and go with intuition.

Moving together with the occasional ice screw placed between us was
the only way this climb would end in success. However as dawn arrived the
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first steep rock band had to be pitched. Near-vertical snow-ice that would
not take protection or secure pick placements gave sickening hot-aches and
concern. Once through we carried on moving together. The afternoon
brought cloud swirling and hiding the summit. Snowfall began soon after,
sloughing and hissing. Earlier than expected, and a long way from the top
of the shoulder, we cut a small ledge into hard ice to sit out the night.

'You should be climbing this with someone else.'
I was surprised at Kenton's comment. He had climbed so many hard

routes in the past and suffered. The bivvi was uncomfortable and the
constant spindrift tiresome but it could have been worse. I wasn't going to
allow Kenton's negative attitude to affect me. I knew, deep down, he would
not give up. He had climbed Everest five times and endured so much; but
on a climb and a face like this, it takes both of you to be driven and
supportive; there is nobody else. I prefer to suffer in silence, and for my
partners to lie in preference to honesty. Honesty is for the valley.

Shivering on the icy-ledge, the night was long and uncomfortable. I slipped in
and out of dreams and memories; rock climbing on the Lleyn Peninsular in North
Wales, before travelling to India, passed the hours.

Dan McManus cleared rubble to make a space before sitting like a pixie on
the large ledge just above the sea. Cilan Main Cliff loomed dauntingly
isolated and bigger than anything at Gogarth. Pale bulbous rock covered in
bird shit and shale surged into the sky like stacked tombstones. Rainbow
spectrums hung in the mist blown from a waterfall pouring out of a slimy
gash in the cliff top. Apart from an occasional sailing boat we were on our
own. Dan was twenty, talented and bold; he was extremely driven with
that touch of arrogance necessary to succeed. We were on a Dan mission
where there would be no room for doubt. The abseil to the shelf where he
now sat was totally free-hanging. A rigging-rope joined the marginal pieces
of gear that anchored the abseil rope; it twisted across the grassy headland
running over rabbit holes and around dry tussocks. The only way out from
the base of the cliff was to climb or swim.

Littlejohn and White's Terrorhawk, a route with a reputation for adventure,
was our chosen climb, but neither of us feared it because Caff, (James
McHaffie) had told us, 'It only has one hard move ... just a bit-of-a pull near
the top of the final pitch, you boys will cruise it.' And our egos lapp-ed it up.

Pulling up on overhanging weather-worn teeth, height was quickly made.
The protection was abysmal but the climbing was relatively easy, as long as
the thought of what would happen if a hold ripped was shut away. Sixty
overhanging feet later, I balanced on a ledge strewn with rubble. A corroded
karabiner hung 30 feet to my right marking the first belay. A corner looked
like it may have a gear placement, so I climbed to its top and nonchalantly
grabbed a large hold. It ripped. Still gripping the lump of rock, my arm
swUng like I was throwing a discus. As my body twisted I threw out the
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other hand. Fingers hit a ledge, clawing deep into mud. My twist slowed
for a second ... just a second, before momentum pulled and I dived head
first down the cliff.

I filled my lungs and screamed. Tender skin at the back of my throat tore.
My lungs emptied. Rock rushed past in a blur. The sea lapped indifferently
and I screamed again. Dan's belay ledge hurtled toward me. I threw my
arms above my head. Dan looked up before being plucked from the shelf
with the tug of the rope. My fall stopped 10 feet above rock. I hung upside
down looking into Dan's face and laughed. Dan looked shocked.

Re-climbing the pitch was fine until I drew alongside the wire nut that
held my fall. The nut was placed sideways into the lip of a crack and the
rock surrounding the nut was splintered like a broken chicken bone. Feeling
nauseous, I grovelled through the dirt to the old corroded karabiner and
belayed.

The rest of the climb went ... overhanging, technical, run-out, loose and
wet. Our eyes grew wider and wilder with every move. The exposure crawled
into our minds. Our limbs worked.":'. just ... pushing us higher as the worm
of doubt wriggled deeper.

We pulled onto the grass headland a full seven hours after our abseil.
A breeze blew through our sweat-soaked clothes. Exhausted, we collected
the gear and staggered across the cliff tops. Big round mushrooms glowed
white in the evening gloom. Rabbits bolted into bushes. Life flowed through
our veins.

Slippingfrom the ice-ledge my headsnapped back. Cold and covered in snow, the
memories of the Lleyn had warmed me and brought a reminder that giving up is
more painful than perseverance.

The second day passed in a fight for the ridge.
'We'll be there tonight, sat on a big flat ledge out of the spindrift ... no

problem.'
'You're fucking mad if you really think that ... it's miles.'
I knew my optimism was distorted, but optimism on a big face is

sometimes all you have.
We moved together all day but the ridge didn't appear to get any closer.

Scratching and inching along we grew tired and deflated with the lack of
progress. The afternoon snow started and we continued to climb through
the spindrift until the hunt for a bivvi began. I climbed a steep corner and
looked down onto a rock covered with a triangle of snow.

'If we dig that out, it may be flat enough.'
Slings bound Kenton in tightly while my harness cut me in two. Spindrift

poured. We attempted to drape the tent over the two of us but it wasn't big
enough. I didn't dream that night.

'This is shit ... I'm not doing another of these trips.'
It was miserable and frustrating, so we decided to forgo the direct line
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toward the summit spur and head left to the ridge in the sun and what we
hoped would be a good bivvi site. But the nagging voice of concern
whispered, 'Once on the shoulder you'll never get across to the spur.' We
had seen the corniced ridge running along the top of the shoulder from the
acclimatisation slopes opposite. It reminded me of un-climbable things I
had come across in Peru, but what could we do, we needed a good night
didn't we?

Plunging arms up to the shoulder in bottomless powder and mantling on
buried axes, the cold stung and our lungs heaved. We had reached the snow
an~te leading to the left-hand side of the shoulder. Over to our left and
beyond a col, Kalanka's neighbour, Saf Minal, appeared to have its own
perfect weather pattern and easy access along its summit ridge. We imagined
Jon Varco and Sue Knott attempting Kalanka's north buttress (to our right)
in 2003 and looking with longing at Saf Minal. It was obvious why Varco
had returned the following year in the company of Parnell to successfully
climb this striking peak.

We had chosen Kalanka and I didn't regret it. I needed a climb that would
challenge me completely. I just didn't know if I was strong enough to face
the disappointment of failure. Stopping early, we dug a large cave and for
the frrst time in three days could sit without the fear of falling. Some lOkm
Ten away the tiny specs of our tents could be seen at base camp. I didn't
long to be there. I was content, wrapped in damp down and eating a fraction
of the food my body begged. The thought of what tomorrow would bring
burned even more calories. Tomorrow would decide the outcome of the
climb. We would make it across the shoulder to the summit buttress or we
would be abseiling. What else in life is this simple? I realised I had not
chosen this mountain, it had chosen me; climbing had chosen me.

I slept fully clothed without a harness and surrounded by flickering stars.
Spindrift poured over the roof of our ledge, missing us. The wind rocked
our perch, reminding me of sleeping in my van through the summer in
North Wales. TomolTow was Day Four, our imagined summit day. Kenton's
altimeter put us at a height of 6300 metres. The 800m to where we now
were had actually been l300m, leaving 700m to the summit. We surmised
that if it were possible to reach the bottom of the summit pillar it would
then take another two days to climb to the summit and a further two days
to abseil the line. We reduced the food intake.

'I don't know how to climb this.'
Standing in knee-deep snow on the crest of the shoulder I was confronted

with a snow-covered rock tower. I expected the ground beneath my feet to
collapse with each cautious plunge. The ridge was overhanging on the left.
Brown rubble like the Lleyn Peninsular was welded together with grey ice
and fell straight to the glacier. There was no walkway, no ramp or secret hidden
path, I felt cheated. Ahead, I could see Nanda Devi standing proud beyond
Kalanka's south ridge; behind were Kenton and Saf Minal. Kenton was sat in
a hole with the rope running around his body. Gravity was the belay.
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12. Kalanka (left) and Changabang north face. The ridge to the heavily corniced
shoulder on the left was Bullock and Cool's high point. (Nick Bullock)

13. Kenton Cool on steep ground on day one of the Kalanka north face
climb. (Nick Bullock)
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'I don't know how to climb this.'
'How about dropping down on the right?'
The 'right' was nearly vertical snow flutings, unknowable and uninviting,

but if we were to get anywhere I would have to give it a go. About an hour
later I had passed beneath the rock tower and climbed a deep fluting to
hang beneath the crest of the ridge and belay. It had been unprotected
roulette, but seeing what was to come I realised it had only been a hors
d'oeuvres. 'Kenton's lead.'

'That was sketchy.'
'If you think that was bad, take a look right.'
Leaning out from the fluting Kenton stared at what was to come.
'I'm not going out there, it'll be suicide.'
I was disappointed and relieved; Kenton had made the decision I was

too scared to voice.

The taxi weaved among cyclists and tractors pulling trailers stacked with
sugar-cane. Another lorry burst from the cloud of dust that hangs perm
anently over Indian thoroughfares. I gulped hot, humid air and fought travel
sickness. And still my mind raced.

My first thought on seeing the ridge ahead had been that to go on was
unjustifiable, and pointless given our dwindling food supply. Kenton's refusal
to continue was confirmation, though I had kept my belief to myself, needing
his unbiased opinion. Had it come from someone other than Kenton, with
his wealth of experience, would I have pushed to continue? Should I have
been more forceful? Or would it merely have delayed the same outcome?
Was Kenton waiting for my insistence, needing that impetus in order to
continue? Questions, too many questions ... but that was the problem ...
I felt a fraud.

Summary: An account of an attempt by Nick Bullock and Kenton Cool to
climb a new route, alpine style, on the north face of Kalanka in September
2007 (plus digressions to the east face of Mont Blanc du Tacul and the
Lleyn Peninsula). The 2000-metre north face of Kalanka (6931m) is a
continuation of Changabang's north face in the Uttarakhand Region of
India on the border of the Nanda Devi Sanctuary. The face has one
established climb, opened in 1977 by a Czechoslovak team using fixed ropes.
Several teams have failed to climb the north buttress, a line in the.middle of
the face. This, with other untried lines on the north face, remains one of the
great prizes in the Garhwal.
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